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Definition

The population ecology of interest representation refers to a set of theoretical models that explain the numbers and types of interest groups in political systems. It derives its key assumptions from population ecology in biology (Gray and Lowery, 1996a). Population ecology critically assumes that the numbers of organizations in a given system depends on the resources available for organizational survival and the number of competitors for these resources. Competitive pressure affects the birth (entry) and death (exit) rates of organizations and, eventually, sets the limits of the number of organizations in a given environment. These assumptions are exactly the same as organization ecological models in sociological organization theory (Hannan and Freeman, 1989). Organizations live in multidimensional resource environments (niches) that function as ‘guilds’ within which organizations partition (or directly compete) resources among each other (Gray and Lowery, 1996b). This chapter explains the central concepts used in the perspective.

Introduction: disciplinary roots

Population ecological models fill an important gap in the disciplinary knowledge on interest representation. Prior to the mid-Nineties, scholarly interest in the organizational composition of interest group systems was largely of an implicit nature:

To start, Truman (1951) exemplifies the pluralist view that there must be a natural banding together of people in latent groups. Such latent groups are triggered into political action by relevant disturbances (of policy or otherwise). How the social base of politics in terms of citizens’ concerns or economic interests manifests itself in an organizational system of political representation is hardly noted.

Furthermore, corporatist scholars take a different view. Their assumptions are similarly implicit, but for a different reason. Interest groups, in their view, relate to each other in a hierarchical manner and their numbers are almost self-explanatory; they either follow the political-economic logic of conflict between capital and labor or effectively align with the main dimension of conflict in the party-system such as religious denomination of the ‘pillars’ in the Dutch case (or some combination of these forces). Traditional corporatist scholarly interest focusses on the mechanisms of institutional persistence (or infrequent change), and its capacity to accommodate ‘new’ interests. In such views, the enumeration of interest groups is only of interest as an indicator of the internal politics of capital, labor or some other constituent part of the political body.

Last, Olson (1965, 1982) is more specific but his views on organizational systems are strongly rooted in his theory on organizational formation. In his view, free-riding leads collective action to
require selective incentives or coercion. This creates substantial organizational hurdles that are typically only passed by narrowly focused, ‘specific’ interests. But organizational establishment also entrenches such interests and this leads societies ‘to accumulate (...) organizations for collective action over time’ (Olson, 1981, 41). This means that interest groups, in stable societies, tend to grow in number, plausibly to such an extent that they may create ‘institutional sclerosis’. In this view, what matters are the differences among interests in their capacity to organize selective incentives (this explains diversity) and the age of the system (this explains density).

Population ecologists find these views insufficiently attentive to the interdependency of interest groups among each other and their dependency on their environment, or, as regards the corporatist views, too limited in its external validity. Their alternative answer is further specified in the following section, followed by a couple of examples of contemporary studies.

**Theory: limited carrying capacity**

Gray and Lowery’s 1996 book *The Population Ecology of Interest Representation* is the seminal departure for this sub-field of study. Gray and Lowery (1996a) and researchers following their approach explain the density of niches on the basis of the political ‘energy’ (‘demand’) factors such as political uncertainty or legislative activity, and socio-economic ‘area’ (‘supply’) such as the number and interest concentration of potential constituents. This so-called ‘Energy-Stability-Area’ model may be assessed in several designs and with a distinct context-dependent operationalisation such as by explaining the number of lobbyists per economic sector on the basis of the market size and structure (area) and amount of regulation pertaining to the sector (energy).

Population ecology assumes that interest groups’ main goal is to survive as organization. Their survival determines all other things, including whether interest groups lobby or not. The survival of interest groups is critically conditioned by the finite carrying capacity for organizations in a given environment. This environment consisting of organizations relying on the same resources is called a guild or a niche (or sometimes domain or sector or (sub-)population). The *carrying capacity* refers to the availability of organizational resources. In the case of interest groups, such resources are commonly related to potential constituents willing to pay membership dues and an intersection of the interests of constituents with public policy (motivating policymakers to provide policy access as ‘resource’). The ultimately scarceness of such resources leads to a ‘natural’ limitation on the growth of the number of organizations (Gray and Lowery, 1995). This argument directly and forcefully contradicts Olson’s (1981) remarks on the indeterminate growth in numbers of interest representatives.

Competitive pressure makes sure that those organizations that best ‘fit’ the environment maintain their existence in the long run. This process leads organizations to be relatively similar in their structure. This likeness is called *isomorphism*. Any measurement of diversity is thus within the scope of relatively similar organizations, such as all organizations that maintain a lobby function. This isomorphism is the result of selective survival of some organizations rather than by means of organizational adaptation to the environment (Hannan and Freeman, 1989). This is because organizations are assumed to find it difficult to change their core set of activities and goals. This is the assumption of *structural inertia*. 
The key source of differences among organizations in terms of organizational structure or goals must come from the birth of new organizations. It is assumed that there is some variation in terms of the new organizations entering the system. Population ecologists are largely agnostic about whether this variation arises from a strategic calculation on the part of organizational leaders about the likelihood of organizational success, results from learning, relates to ideological conviction or has some other driver.

Competition for organizational resources occurs within multidimensional niches and largely takes the form of an effective partitioning of critical resources (Gray and Lowery, 1996b, 1998). For instance, within the niche of environmental protection groups, some groups may focus on relatively conservative potential members whereas others target relatively progressive citizens. Commonly, partitioning is positively related to organizational specialization. The effective availability of organizational resources, i.e. the carrying capacity in a given organizational environment, limits the extent to which specialization is a viable mode of survival.

These assumptions imply that, when comparing organizational environments, the number of organizations present depends on the carrying capacity and the extent to which the carrying capacity is already exhausted by existing organizations. This is called density dependence and is the critical linkage between cross-sectional and longitudinal ecological models. Longitudinal models, more explicitly addressed in organizational rather than population ecological studies, identify a tilted S-shaped growth pattern in which (sub-)populations of organizations develop in three stages: nascent, growing, and maturely grown stages (Nownes, 2004). In the early stages, organizations, as form, require legitimation. For instance, a gay-rights cause group is unthinkable prior to the Fifties but a legitimate organizational form in the Seventies. This stage is followed by a period of growth in the number of relatively similar organizations, made possible by the abundance of resources available. Populations reach a mature stage when competitive pressures make themselves felt and the carrying capacity is effectively fully realized. At this stage, the number of organizations stays at the same level, even though there may still be entry, exit and therefore organizational turnover.

This coherent set of assumptions pertains to the density of niches, or, more broadly, interest groups systems or any system of organizations. However, we would also like to explain the diversity of interest group systems, especially given its likely normative implications related to the extent to which there is a mismatch between interests in society and those represented before government. Population ecologists identify diversity as the aggregation of the niche specific density models, constructed along the lines noted (Lowery et al., 2005). That is, each niche (or guild) varies in its stage of development and its sensitivity to environmental change. This leads to substantial variation in the growth rates across niches, similar to the variation in the effective scale of industrial organization. For instance, when the tourism sector in a given city grows, this may lead to larger numbers of interest representatives for that sector because more specialized groups tend to be formed (e.g. the association of tourist bus companies splits off the association of taxi companies). In this case, the growth in the size of the potential constituency is more or less proportional to the growth in the size of the interest group community. In contrast, when the number of hospitals grows in a given city, it may be that the growth rate in terms of numbers of interest representatives lags or is only partially proportional to the growth of hospitals. The differential density growth rates across niches form the base for estimations and explanations for interest group diversity. In other words, one needs to calculate a large number of slope-coefficients of niche-specific density models in a
given polity, in order to predict the diversity of the group system in terms of the relative numbers of niche-interest organizations present.

Conclusion

The volume edited by Lowery and colleagues (2015) represents the current state of the art of studies on the population ecology of interest representation (See Halpin and Jordan (2012) and ‘group populations’ in this encyclopedia for data and methods for mapping interest group populations). To start, the theoretical assumptions have broadly been found to be empirically valid, or at least, of greater validity than any other conceptual model, most notably Olsonian ones. This is substantiated by direct empirical assessments of the core ESA model, of distinct parts of population ecology, most notably the concept of density dependency, and of empirical studies that indirectly pertain to population ecological assumptions, such as studies on the demand-side of lobbying.

Second, population ecology concepts have a balance between abstractness and concreteness that facilitates conceptual ‘traveling capacity’ to several political systems, contexts and circumstances. It is a theory of the middle range that has shown to be valid in a broad range of advanced democracies. Third, macro-organizational studies are now a broadly accepted sub-field of study within the field of study of interest group politics. This is largely due to the theoretical innovation that population ecology provided. Last, the current challenge lies in connecting these system- or macro-views to studies at lower levels of aggregation such as those related to policy access, strategies or particular policy outcomes on issues. Such connections are certainly plausible: for instance, a lobbyist will probably more likely develop an exchange-relationship with a legislator in case there are no other lobbyists around, but will have to compete for access on more crowded issues (e.g. Hanegraaff et al 2019).

To conclude, the population ecology of interest representation offers an exhaustive view on the numbers and types of interest groups and therewith fills the macro-organization gap left unaddressed in earlier studies of interest representation.
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